Abstract. Although privacy is often seen as an essential right for internet users, the provision of anonymity can also provide the ultimate cover for malicious users. Privacy Enhancing Technologies (PETs) should not only hide the identity of legitimate users but also provide means by which evidence of malicious activity can be gathered. This paper proposes a forensic investigation technique, which can be embedded in the framework of existing PETs , thereby adding network forensic functionality to the PET. This approach introduces a new dimension to the implementation of Privacy Enhancing Technologies, which enhances their viability in the global network environment.
Introduction
Privacy Enhancing Technologies (PETs) provide an environment for internet users within which connection anonymity [1] can be assured. However, the provision of such anonymity without proper control has the potential to cause chaos within the internet society rather than helping legitimate users. Generally, internet users want to be able to take advantage of the network services offered by the internet without having to necessarily reveal their identity. On the other hand, servers providing such services should also have a mechanism by which the identity of any malicious user (for example a user taking part in an attack on network resources) can be unveiled if necessary, and evidence of such a user's activity provided to the appropriate entity.
The field of network forensics involves the investigation of cyber-crimes, including establishing the identity of internet abusers and gathering evidence of malicious activity for presentation to law courts. A key component in network forensics, which provides strong evidence of identity, is the digital signature. In offline life, the written signature is an important aspect of an agreement between two people. In the digital society, the digital signature is an equivalent way of legally enforcing an agreement between two parties [15] . In the United States [2, 3, 4] and the European Union [4, 5] , written signatures and digital signatures have the same legal standing. The techniques we propose in this paper involve the use of the digital signature as a means of identifying users and increasing the level of non-repudiation bestowed on the actions of a user.
Research efforts into PETs and network forensics have essentially opposite respective goals. While PETs attempt to hide the identity of users, network forensics is an area primarily concerned with the revealing of the identity of abusers. The philosophy behind the PPINA (Protect Private Information, Not Abuser) technique presented in this paper involves bridging these two research areas in order to produce a harmonious combination, which can serve both legitimate internet users as well as law enforcement agencies. We have to make it clear at this point that the purpose of the paper is not to introduce a new PET, but to introduce a forensic investigation technique, which can be embedded in a PET framework.
The underlying scenario for our technique is that any user can be anonymous (i.e. protected by the PET) unless the Server requests a forensic investigation entity (FIE) to investigate a particular sequence of packets received by the Anonymous User (AU) through a PET. If the server has enough evidence to prove that somebody has tried to attack the server, then the FIE will further investigate and reveal the identity of the abuser. At the end of this process, a strong body of evidence will be built up concerning the abuser's (non-repudiated) actions. To the authors' knowledge, this is the first time network forensics and privacy enhancing technology have been combined in a single unified framework.
The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 examines the general framework of PETs; Section 3 outlines the motivations of the proposed solution; Section 4 introduces our proposed technique; Section 5 presents a hypothetical case study illustrating the application of our proposed technique and Section 6 concludes the paper.
The General PET Framework
In the last 2 decades, several PET protocols [6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13] offering anonymity, have been proposed. Most of them do successfully offer privacy (at the network layer) by hiding the users' IP addresses. However, none of them includes techniques for revealing the identity of those users who are abusing the network resources and gathering supporting evidence of such activities.
Although there is a plethora of PETs, most of them have the same frame-work (figure 1). Each PET protocol is distinguished based on the algorithm used to forward anonymously the messages from the ClientA (Anonymous User) to the ServerB (Server) and back again. 
Motivations
There is no current technology that offers anonymity to a user and at the same time discourages that user to act maliciously against the server. In particular, none of the related PET technologies offer: a) Complete non-repudiation: In order for a Server to be able to accuse an abuser, the server needs strong evidence about the action of the abuser. Without such evidence, the abuser cannot be prosecuted. The ultimate evidence in the digital world is the digital signature [15] because it assures an action cannot be repudiated by the abuser. b) Complete confidentiality and integrity: An internet user wants to be anonymous and only the destination server must read his or her messages. No one else, even the trusted Privacy Enhancing Entities, must be able to access them, i.e. the integrity of the messages must be protected. However, at present, PETs have at least one node that has access to the unencrypted messages and no technique has therefore been employed to offer complete integrity of the messages. c) Complete authentication: Internet users have recently seen anonymity as an important facet of network communication [14] . At the same time, for many years, malicious intruders have also been looking for such anonymity. Intrusion is an illegal action and an intruder therefore wants to become anonymous (for different reason than an internet user) during his or her activities. Therefore, an intruder can use the PET to hide his or her identity, and the PET helps (unknowingly) the intruder. For this reason, the PET should be sure that the client is the person that it claims to be, before offering anonymity to the client. Although the PET may offer anonymity to the client without the necessity for identifying the client, the PET can become a very good tool for any intruder. Of course, an intruder can also hide his identity illegally, without using a PET framework (for example, by spoofing his or her IP address). However, the PET legitimates in a sense this identity hiding action. For this reason, a mechanism should be applied to identify only the abusers. These above issues are essential considerations in the design of an appropriate framework, which offers network forensics services in a PET framework. The next section presents the proposed framework design and the communication protocol, which add network forensics services in the PET framework.
The P P IN A FRAMEWORK
The PPINA (Protect Private Information Not Abuser) framework offers a proactive forensic investigation technique that can be embedded in any PET because it is independent of a PET protocol. It adds an end-to-end confidentiality and integrity layer (Issue (b) from our motivations) and forensic investigation service (Issues (a) and (c) from our motivations). In addition, the Server does not have its functionality compromised during the forensic investigation. The Server only needs to contact the Forensic Investigation Entity (FIE) and send the malicious messages. The FIE verifies the authenticity and the integrity of the messages as well as whether the messages are malicious or not. In case the FIE concludes that the messages are malicious, it replies with evidence (which proves the involvement of the attacker and cannot be repudiated) and the identity of the attacker. We emphasize again that the PPINA protocol operates over a PET protocol and is therefore a general solution, not linked with a specific PET. The following explains the operation of the PPINA protocol. We first introduce the notation used in the explanation.
Notation
A = Anonymous User B = Directory Service C = PET D = Server As{Data} = The Data is signed by the private key of an Anonymous User, where the public key, of that private key, is published Ae{Data} = The Data is encrypted by the public key of an Anonymous User, where the public key is published s{Data} = The Data is signed by the private key, which is created for the needs of a session. The public key of that private key is not published. Only the Server and the AU know that public key. This public key plays, also, the role of a secret key e{Data} = The Data is encrypted by a secret key (symmetric encryption) bKey{Data} = The Data is encrypted by the bKey (symmetric encryption) ForensicReceipt = The digest of the received data from the Server
The Three Phases
The whole communication process can be divided into 3 phases: the Initialization phase (Figure- The AU generates a pair of keys (Public/Private), where the public key plays also the role of a secret key (for symmetric encryption) in order to provide end-to-end data encryption [e{Data}] . This secret key is valid only during that session. After the end of that session, the secret key is invalid, and a new pair of keys should be generated for future sessions, even if the participating entities are the same. The AU signs with the private key and encrypts with the secret key [se{Data}]. The Server can verify and decrypt the data [se{Data}] with the secret key.
The AU calculates the Token [Token= Hash Function(Secret Key)] and the Token2 [Token2= Hash Function(Token)]. The AU signs the Token2 [s{Token2}] by using the private key. In addition, the AU generates a symmetric key (aKey) to encrypt part of the data sent to the DS. The [s{Token2}] is encrypted (Step 1) in order to avoid a possible attack from the Server. The DS is responsible for verifying the validity of Token2, based on the given Token. The DS stores the message (Step 1) in order to prove, in case of a forensic investigation, that the specific AU was going to communicate with a Server by using a secret key, which has the specific Token2. The [Bs{s{Token2}}] is the ticket which is forwarded to the Server through the AU and the PET. The AU also sends [De{s{Secret Key}}] to the Server. The Server is responsible to verify the validity and authenticity of Token2, based on the given secret key. The Server stores the message (Step 4) in order to prove later on (to the Forensic Entity) that the communication has used a secret key with a specific Token2. Successful verification of the DS by the Server means that the secret key is linked with the Token2 (Secret Key → Token → Token2), which Token2 is linked with the AU who has signed the message (Step 1). However, the Server needs to verify that the AU also has the private key by verifying the signature of the secret key [s{Secret Key}] and [s{Token2}] by using the secret key as a public key.
Generating private/public key pairs is a computationally intensive procedure. However, an AU can generate several pairs of keys during times of low system load and request tickets from the DS (one ticket for each pair of key). A ticket is server-independent and time-independent; therefore, a ticket can be used for future communication with any Server and any time. A ticket is useful only to the entity who knows the related private key.
Main Phase
Once the AU and the Server have exchanged the secret key and the Server has validated and authenticated the value of the Token2, the session has been established and the Main Phase is ready to begin. The AU can enjoy the confidentiality/integrity of the exchanged messages and the anonymity offered by the PET, while the Server is ensured that the identity of the AU will be revealed (from the FIE) in case the AU is an abuser: A→C: Ce{ se{ Data, nonce} } (Step 7 ) C→D : se{ Data, nonce} (Step 8 ) D→C : e{ Data} (Step 9 ) C→A: Ae{ e{ Data} } (Step 10 )
The AU encrypts, with the public key (secret key), and signs, with the private key, the message [Data, nonce]. Each message (Step 7) contains the Data and the nonce. The nonce is a counter, which helps to avoid a replay attack. If the Server receives an encrypted message (data and nonce) twice, the Server rejects the last message. The nonce is also useful during the Forensic Investigation Phase, when the FIE tries to determine whether a series of packets are malicious or not.
The Server stores the message (Step 8) in order to prove, in case of an attack, that the AU who has the private key of the public key (secret key) has sent the message. The Server decrypts and verifies the message [se{ Data, nonce}] by using the secret key. In case that the Server wants to reply, it will encrypt the data with the secret key, and it will send the data to the AU (Step 10) through the PET (Step 9).
Forensic Investigation Phase
During this phase, the DS plays the role of the Forensic Investigation Entity (FIE). In case the Server receives inappropriate data from an abuser, the Server informs the appropriate entity (FIE), which will investigate the incident and identify the abuser. The FIE needs evidence of the abuser's action in order to continue the investigation. The Server must provide such evidence. The Server should have saved the communication messages between the PET and Server to prove that the messages came from the specific PET. The Server accuses the PET, until the PET provides evidence that an Anonymous User generated these messages. The FIE should provide evidence about the identity of the Anonymous User.
It is particularly important that in our framework, the Forensic Investigation Phase can take place while the Server is still functioning. In current network forensic investigations, it is usual for the Server needs to stop functioning for days after an incident, while the forensic entity investigates the Server for evidence.
During the Forensics Investigation phase, none of the entities needs to reveal their private keys in order to prove their claims. However, the Server is required to reveal the exchanged secret key used during the communication with the malicious user. The Server sends (Step 11) the ticket (generated and signed by the DS) to the FIE including the secret key. The FIE verifies the validity of the secret key (Secret Key → Token) and the authenticity of the Token2 [s{Token2}] and replies (Step 12) with a Server ID. This identity (Server ID) is the identification of the current investigation case. The Server sends to the FIE (Step 13) all the communication messages for that session received by the AU. After the FIE receives all the necessary messages, it replies (Step 14) with a ForensicReceipt. The ForensicReceipt is the hash value of the (Step 11) and (Step 13). The Server, also, calculates the ForensicReceipt. These two ForensicReceipts should have the same value. Otherwise, there is a problem with the integrity of the exchanged messages. The ForensicReceipt ensures that the FIE received all the data that the Server has sent. The FIE, also, cannot deny that the Server asked the FIE to investigate the case (The FIE signs the ForensicReceipt).
After the FIE concludes that the messages were malicious, the FIE sends (Step 15) the IP Address of the AU and evidence (Step 1) which proves the involvement of the AU. Only an entity who knows the private key could sign the Token2. The Server can now submit [Bs{ Secret Key, ForensicReceipt, aKey, IP Address, As{ Be{ aKey, Token}, aKey{ s{ Token2 } } } }] from (Step 15), and the malicious communicated messages from the AU to the server (Step 13) to the court as evidence of the AU's actions.
We have described the operation of the PPINA protocol. The PPINA technique embeds in a PET framework a number of characteristics, which are described in detail in the next section.
Characteristics of the PPINA Protocol
Provision of Strong Evidence: Since the messages have been signed by the AU, it can be confirmed the actions of the AU/abuser cannot be repudiated by the AU. The digital signature provides the ultimate legal means of evidence verification in the digital era; therefore, no entity is able to doubt about the integrity and the authenticity of the evidence. Non-stop Server/victim operation: In a classic scenario, during an investigation, the Server/victim needs to be investigated closely by experts in order to gather evidence about the actions of the abuser. During the investigation, the Server/victim is typically not in online fully operational mode. However, in this case, the Server's computer does not need to be investigated, because the DS has the necessary evidence to accuse the abuser. Related cheap and fast investigation procedure: The PPINA protocol forces every AU to provide evidence to the DS of the AU's future actions before contacting the Server. Therefore, the Server knows that the DS has the necessary evidence, making the investigation not only fast but also cheap.
No privacy violation exists during the investigation: As part of the computer forensic investigation procedure, the Server does not need to make available any storage media (Hard Disk, Tapes, CD-Rom, etc) which took place during the cyber-crime, which may also contains private sensitive information of the Server. Respect the goal of the underlying PET: The PPINA can be embedded in a PET framework without to affect the level of offered privacy of the PET.
Our proposed framework offers significant advantages. However, it should be acknowledged that the level of encryption involved and the imposition of the authentication layer might decrease the level of performance of the communication between AU and Server. In addition, if the Server somehow compromises the DS, the Server can identify the users who have contacted with that Server.
Case Study -AU Attacking a Server
In this section, we explain in more detail the specific operation of the PPINA protocol using a simple case study whereby an anonymous user attempts to attack a Server via the PET. Suppose Alice (Anonymous User) wants to communicate with Bob (Server). Firstly, she generates a pair of keys (Public/Private) and then contacts the DS in order to get the necessary ticket [Bs{s{Token2}}], which is mandatory for the communication between Alice and Bob. Before the DS issues the ticket, it verifies that the Token2 is the hash value of the Token. Otherwise, the DS does not issue the ticket. Alice, through the PET, forwards the ticket to Bob. Alice, also, creates [De{s{Secret Key}}] and sends it to Bob. The Secret key (public key) is needed to offer confidentiality of the messages and also to verify the signed messages of Alice. Bob verifies that the Token2 is the hash value of a token, where token is the hash value of the secret key. Also Bob verifies the signature of [s{Token2}] and [s{Secret Key}] with the Secret Key, which here plays the role of the Public Key. If the verifications are valid, Bob encrypts the [s{Token2}] and sends it back to Alice, otherwise Bob terminates the communication. After the Initialization Phase is completed, the Main Phase begins whereby Alice wants to compromise Bob's computer. Alice signs the message with the private key and encrypts it(via symmetric encryption) with the secret key. Bob receives the message and makes the necessary verification, whereby he decrypts the message and verifies the signature with the secret key. Once Bob realizes the attack, he stops the communication with Alice, contacts the DS and sends the appropriate evidence (all the information received by Alice including the secret key). The DS cannot deny the existence of Alice because the DS has issued the ticket (there is a signature of the DS on the ticket). The DS cannot also accuse an innocent AU (i.e. another anonymous user other then Alice) because Bob has the ability to verify the [s{Token2}] via the secret key. Bob expects to receive, from the DS, a signed message that includes a specific [s{Token2}], which can be verified by the secret key. The DS decrypts and verifies the messages with the secret key and examines the information [se{Data,nonce}] . If the DS detects that the information was malicious, it replies with the evidence [As{Be{aKey, Token}, aKey{s{Token2}}}] and additionally sends the IP Address of the user as well as the aKey. aKey will be used to decrypt the encrypted message in order Bob verifies the signature [s{Token2}] and is therefore sure about the identity of the abuser. It is possible that a compromised DS can send wrong IP Address. However, the user who has signed the message [As{Be{aKey,Token},aKey{s{Token2}}}] is the abuser, because only this AU knows the Private Key (AU signed Token2). The Server now has the strongest evidence to prove the involvement of that particular user in the attack.
Conclusion
The provision of privacy and anonymity to internet users can also provide an environment within which malicious users can hide. A key driver of the wider adoption of privacy enhancing technologies would be the ability of forensic entities to gather evidence of malicious activity while legitimate users are still offered anonymity. In this paper, we have provided a framework through which the anonymity of users not engaged in malicious activity is protected while such evidence can be gathered when network abuses occur. The PPINA framework offers non-reputation actions of the users (by using the digital signature), adds a layer of message confidentiality (by using a secret key), respects the privacy information of the Server during the investigation, and decreases the cost and the duration of an investigation.
